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Mask wearing is the easiest and most effective way to avoid COVID-19 infection; 
however, it affects interpersonal activities, especially face identification. This study 
examined the effects of three mask coverage levels (full coverage, FC; coverage up 
to the middle [MB] or bottom of the nose bridge [BB]) on face identification accuracy 
and time. A total of 115 university students (60 men and 55 women) were recruited to 
conduct a computer-based simulation test consisting of 30 questions (10 questions 
[five face images each of men and women] for the three mask coverage levels). One 
unmasked target face and four face images with a specified mask coverage level 
were designed for each question, and the participants were requested to select 
the same face from the four covered face images on the basis of the target face. 
The ANOVA results indicated that identification accuracy was significantly affected 
by sex (p < 0.01) and the mask coverage level (p < 0.001), whereas identification time 
was only influenced by sex (p < 0.05). The multiple comparison results indicated 
that the identification accuracy rate for faces wearing a mask with FC (90.3%) was 
significantly lower than for those wearing masks with coverage up to the MB (93.7%) 
and BB (94.9%) positions; however, no difference in identification accuracy rate was 
observed between the MB and BB levels. Women exhibited a higher identification 
accuracy rate than men (94.1% vs. 91.9%) in identifying unfamiliar faces, even though 
they may spend less time identifying the images. A smaller mask coverage level 
(i.e., the BB level) does not facilitate face identification. The findings can be served 
as a reference for people to trade-off between wearing a mask and interpersonal 
interaction in their daily activities.
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Introduction

Since the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, more than 500 million people have been 
infected, resulting in more than 6.3 million deaths worldwide (World Health Organization [WHO], 
2022). Mask wearing is the easiest and most effective method to avoid coronavirus infection. The 
United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC, 2020) has suggested that all people 
should cover their lower face in public settings. Governments around the world have also made 
similar suggestions, often requiring citizens to wear face masks in public areas or on public transport 
(Al Jazeera News, 2020). In Taiwan, without exception, people had been stipulated to wear masks in 
public spaces from December 2020, and the regulations continue to this day (Taiwan Centers for 
Disease Control [TCDC], 2022). Although the CDC has recommended a standard protocol for 
wearing masks, however, people alter the coverage of face masks to maximize their comfort level or 
to facilitate identification by others.
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Although masks are effective in inhibiting COVID-19 spread, their 
implementation has caused changes in people’s lifestyles. People’s facial 
expressions are covered when using a face mask, thus affects their 
feelings and cognitions during interpersonal interactions (Cartaud et al., 
2020). Wearing masks in public poses a challenge for requiring facial 
recognition and recognition. A study reported crimes committed by 
individuals wearing face masks, presumably to disguise or hide their 
appearance (Southall and Van Syckle, 2020). Faces are often used as a 
way of verifying identity of an individual, whether across borders or 
buying alcohol at the local stores, but masks hinder these recognitions 
(Carragher and Hancock, 2020). Mask wearing also affects interpersonal 
activities, for example, individuals may have difficulty in identifying 
known people. Although the identification of people with partially 
covered or occluded faces is challenging, relatively little research has 
focused on how covering the lower face influences perceptual 
face identifications.

Because face masks conceal the lower face (i.e., the mouth and 
nose), they hinder social interactions and identifications. Recent studies 
have examined the effects of face masks on face-matching performance 
(Carragher and Hancock, 2020; Noyes et  al., 2021). Although large 
differences exist among individuals (Estudillo et al., 2021), face masks 
impair overall face-matching performance (Carragher and Hancock, 
2020; Noyes et al., 2021). Factors affecting face identification accuracy 
have also been explored. For example, an unfamiliar face matching is 
often error-prone under optimal conditions (Burton et al., 2010; Kramer 
et al., 2018), and performance deteriorates further in worse conditions 
(Fysh and Bindemann, 2017). Even minor differences between the 
images can influence the accuracy, such as color images or black and 
white images (Bobak et al., 2019), the distances between the individual 
and the camera in each image (Noyes and Jenkins, 2017), the image 
quality (Bindemann et al., 2013), the shown viewpoints of the faces 
(Estudillo and Bindemann, 2014), spectacle usage (Graham and Ritchie, 
2019; Noyes et al., 2021), and the lighting conditions (Hill and Bruce, 
1996). Moreover, a long time interval between the identification of two 
images may reduce the accuracy (Megreya et al., 2013). Even if the two 
pictures are taken just minutes apart, participants make errors in 
approximately 20% of trials (Burton et al., 2010). Difficulty in unfamiliar 
face matching was observed for the comparisons of two images 
(Megreya and Burton, 2006; Burton et al., 2010) and an image with a 
real person (White et al., 2014). By contrast, Carragher and Hancock 
(2020) discovered that masks have a large damaging effect on face-
matching performance, and the degree of impairment was similar in the 
identification of both familiar and unfamiliar faces. Noyes et al. (2021) 
suggested that occlusion impedes face identification accuracy 
irrespective of a familiar or unfamiliar target. Therefore, masks 
complicate the face identification process, thereby warranting 
further exploration.

Most previous behavioral studies concerning sex effect on face 
identification took use of a learning-test paradigm (McKelvie, 1976; Lewin 
and Herlitz, 2002; Herlitz and Rehnman, 2008; Megreya et al., 2011). 
During a typical test, a serial list of unfamiliar faces was displayed for few 
seconds each, and participants were requested to memorize these faces, as 
they had to identify them from unfamiliar faces later. In such studies, 
women superiority in face identification was consistently represented by 
their higher accuracy compared to men (Megreya et al., 2011; Godard 
et al., 2013; Hansen et al., 2021; Wong and Estudillo, 2022). Furthermore, 
Sun et al. (2017) used a modified delayed matching-to-sample task to 
investigate the time course characteristics of face identification by event-
related potential (ERP) for both sexes. This quantitative study using ERP 

technique also verified that women were more accurate and faster than 
men on the task. However, the effect of mask coverage on face 
identification for both sexes was not examined in these investigations. The 
issue is even more relevant during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Several functions are impeded by wearing masks (e.g., speech, 
respiration, and comfort; Kumar and Lee, 2020; Rahne et al., 2021; Zhang 
et al., 2022); therefore, the compound effect of face masks could have a 
relevant impact on daily life communication even in those with normal 
respiration. Although the CDC has recommended a standard protocol 
for wearing masks, we observed that people alter the coverage of face 
masks (Figure  1) to maximize their comfort level or to facilitate 
identification by others. According to a survey of Indonesian residents, 
only 34.3% of the subjects wore face masks properly (Siahaan et al., 2021). 
Ganczak et al. (2021) further discovered that uncovered noses were the 
most frequent incorrect practices for masks wearing, with approximately 
50% in the country. The COVID-19 pandemic has initiated several 
studies on face masks; however, no study has evaluated the effect of 
different mask coverage levels on face identification. Therefore, this study 
recruited 115 men and women as participants to examine face 
identification accuracy and time for three mask coverage levels (FC, full 
coverage; MB, coverage up to the middle nose bridge; and BB, coverage 
up to the bottom nose bridge; Figure 1). This study hypothesized that a 
decrease in mask coverage level would increase face identification accuracy.

Materials and methods

Participants

A total of 115 university students (60 men and 55 women) with a 
mean (standard deviation) age of 21.6 (2.8) and 22.8 (5.2) years for men 
and women, respectively, were recruited. All participants had familiarity 
with computers (which was required for the test). No participant 
exhibited self-reported vision defects, such as color blindness or color 
weakness, which were also checked by an on-line test.1 Participants with 
no vision defects with the naked eye or after vision correction (i.e., 
wearing glasses) were included. All participants provided informed 
consent before participating in the study, and the study was approved by 
the Ethics Committee of Chang Gung Memorial Hospital, Taiwan.

Stimuli

To examine the effect of mask coverage levels on face identification, 
three coverage levels (FC, MB, and BB) were adopted. The face images 
for the test were obtained from the Asian Face Age Dataset (Niu et al., 
2016). The screening of these face images was mainly based on the 
absence of special expressions of emotion to minimize the influence in 
face identification. We randomly selected 40 frontal male and female 
face images (20 each); of these, 10 were selected as target images (5 men 
and 5 women). The images were edited using Adobe Illustrator and 
Adobe Photoshop 23.5 (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA, United States) 
and converted black and white, and the exposure was also standardized. 
To avoid the image resolution affecting the accuracy of the test, the 
resolution displayed on a 40-in screen (L42-6500, BenQ, Taipei, Taiwan) 

1 https://www.ifreesite.com/color-blindness
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was controlled at 1,920 × 1,080 pixels. The plane medical mask 
(W17.5 cm × H 9.5 cm, Vicvin Tech., Hsinchu, Taiwan) was then 
superimposed on the faces of the original image to achieve the three 
coverage levels. A total of 10 questions were developed for each coverage 
level, and the task involved a target face with a face covering and four 
choices presented on the subsequent page. In addition to the 10 target 
images, 30 images were used as non-answer options.

Experimental design and procedure

Because 10 questions (corresponding to 5 men and 5 women) were 
developed for each coverage level, the test contained 30 questions for the 
three levels. A total of 3,450 data sets (115 participants × 3 coverage 
levels × 10 questions) were recorded, including the participants’ answers 
and the corresponding identification time. The arrangement of the 
testing combinations was completely randomized to avoid learning or 
cumulative bias.

The test was conducted in an isolated quiet room. The participants 
were requested to sit and follow the instructions displayed on the screen 
before proceeding to the test. Participants were allowed to adjust the seat 
height and keyboard position to ensure that their sights were 
perpendicular to the screen and they were comfortable throughout the 
experiment. A two-stage practice was conducted before data collection. 
The first stage was conducted to familiarize the participants with the 
usage of a computer keyboard and mouse, whereas the second stage was 
a pilot test with a similar question format to the final test (Figure 2). 
After that, an alert box was displayed to inform the participants that the 
practice was complete, and the formal test was going to begin. Upon 
pressing the OK button, the screen displayed a 8-s countdown to provide 
time for the participants to answer each question. Once the time has 
passed and the participant had not answered the question, it was 
regarded as invalid data, and the screen automatically jumped to the next 
question. In the test, the participants were requested to key in one correct 
answer (from four options) for each question until all 30 questions were 
completed. The total testing time for each participant was approximately 
20 min, including instruction, preparation, and formal test.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS 22.0, with 
significance defined as a minimum α level of 0.05 for all tests. Data 

collected from the participants were analyzed using descriptive statistics 
(i.e., means and standard deviations). Two-way analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) was used to examine the effects of the three coverage levels 
(FC, MB, and BB) and sex on face identification accuracy and time, and 
Tukey’s honestly significant difference test was used for multiple 
comparisons. In addition, one-way ANOVA was conducted to examine 
the effect of the mask coverage levels on the responses of each sex. A 
power value was used to examine if the effect size of any significant 
independent variable was satisfactory (i.e., power ≥ 0.8) as suggested by 
Cohen (1988).

Results

Two-way ANOVA

The two-way ANOVA results of face identification accuracy and 
time are listed in Tables 1, 2, respectively. Both sex (p < 0.01) and mask 
coverage levels (p < 0.001) significantly affected face identification 
accuracy. Although sex variable affected identification time (p < 0.05), 
the power value was less than 0.8. Women exhibited a higher accuracy 
rate (94.1% vs. 91.9%) and shorter identification time (2.60 vs. 2.78 s) 
than men. No interaction was observed in the ANOVA results. 
Tukey’s test (Table 3) demonstrated that face identification accuracy 
was lower in the FC level than in the MB and BB levels. No difference 
in face identification accuracy was observed between the 
non-FC levels.

One-way ANOVA results for men and 
women

The effects of mask coverage levels on the two responses of men 
and women as analyzed using one-way ANOVA are listed in Table 4. 
The mask coverage levels significantly affected face identification 
accuracy but not identification time, regardless of sex. However, men 
exhibited a significant difference in face identification accuracy between 
the FC and BB levels. Women exhibited no difference in face 
identification accuracy between the MB and BB levels, with accuracy 
in these levels being different from that in the FC level. Figure  3 
illustrates the six combinations formed using sex and coverage 
variables. The trend of face identification accuracy in the MB level is 
different between sexes.

FIGURE 1

Three common mask coverage levels (FC, full coverage; MB, coverage up to the middle nose bridge; and BB, coverage up to the bottom nose bridge).
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Discussion

Although studies have indicated that mask wearing affects face 
identification accuracy (Carragher and Hancock, 2020; Noyes et  al., 
2021), no study has evaluated the effects of different mask coverage levels 
on face identification accuracy. On the basis of field observations, this 
study adopted three commonly used mask-wearing methods (each 
representing different exposed areas of the face) and examined their 
effects on identification accuracy and time. The results verified the 
hypothesis by demonstrating that less coverage of mask (e.g., non-FC 
levels) increased face identification accuracy. However, identification 
accuracy did not decrease from the MB level to the BB level, indicating 
that face identification accuracy cannot be further improved by putting 
the mask down to the BB level. However, identification accuracy can 
be significantly enhanced by putting the mask down from the FC level to 
the MB level. This implies that the nose may be one of the crucial clues 
for face identification, even exposing the upper part of nose can also 
increase the face identification performance.

Although face identification accuracies in this study were higher than 
those in previous studies, a large error variance in face matching can 

FIGURE 2

A pilot test format similar to the final test with a full coverage level.

TABLE 1 Two-way ANOVA results of face identification accuracy.

Sources SS df MS F
value 
of p

Power

Sex 0.042 1 0.042 8.535 <0.01 0.829

Mask 

coverage

0.129 2 0.065 13.270 <0.001 0.998

Sex × mask 

coverage

0.006 2 0.003 0.592 0.554 0.149

TABLE 2 Two-way ANOVA results of identification time.

Sources SS df MS F
value 
of p

Power

Sex 2.606 1 2.606 4.752 <0.05 0.585

Mask 

coverage

2.656 2 1.328 2.422 0.090 0.487

Sex × mask 

coverage

0.114 2 0.057 0.104 0.902 0.066
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be explained by the face stimulus characteristics, indicating that specific 
stimulus features might enhance the identification of masked faces 
(Estudillo and Bindemann, 2014; Fysh and Bindemann, 2017). Experiments 
of face identification involved the use of different materials, recognizer 
characteristics [e.g., super recognizers, Noyes et  al., 2021], and testing 
protocols; therefore, direct comparisons among studies are challenging. The 
commonly used identification methods in past research included matching 
(Jenkins et al., 2011; Carragher and Hancock, 2020), recalling (Davies et al., 
1977; Burton et al., 2010), image comparison (Megreya and Burton, 2006; 
Burton et al., 2010), the corresponding target face identified from options 
(Duchaine and Nakayama, 2006), and shelters (Nguyen and Pezdek, 2017; 
Noyes et  al., 2021; Estudillo and Wong, 2022). Behavioral and 
neuropsychological studies have also demonstrated that cognitive processes 
among different approaches reflect distinct cognitive mechanisms 
(Bindemann and Burton, 2021). Megreya and Burton (2007) also revealed 
some dissociations between identity match and mismatch trials.

Investigations have determined that matching unfamiliar faces is 
more challenging than matching familiar ones (Megreya and Burton, 
2006). Although this study employed unfamiliar faces as testing subjects, 
identification accuracy rates were all higher than nearly 90%. This may 
be because identification of the upper face (Fisher and Cox, 1975; Davies 
et  al., 1977; Dal Martello and Maloney, 2006), specifically the eyes 
(McKelvie, 1976; Roberts and Bruce, 1988), is more accurate than that of 
the lower face (e.g., the nose, mouth, and chin). Studies have determined 
that the eyes are the most crucial cue for face identification. Fisher and 

Cox (1975) and McKelvie (1976) observed that the identification of faces 
with covered eyes was less accurate than that of faces with a covered 
mouth. Roberts and Bruce (1988) also suggested that covered eyes caused 
a more significant impact on face identification. Recent studies suggested 
that covering the face inhibited the recognition of identity and emotional 
expressions. However, it may also make the eyes more prominent, since 
they are a reliable index to orient people’s social and spatial attention 
(Villani et al., 2022). In addition, a questionnaire with a forced 4-choice-
1-question format was used in this study, and the participants tended to 
choose the closest answer. Although the participants were not necessarily 
certain, they recognized that the correct answer existed among the four 
options, which may also improve identification accuracy.

Identification accuracy and time differed between men and women. 
A study on female facial expression identification demonstrated that 
women have faster and more accurate reaction times than men (Lewin 
and Herlitz, 2002), and also confirmed by other studies (Megreya et al., 
2011; Godard et al., 2013; Hansen et al., 2021; Wong and Estudillo, 2022). 
Lewin and Herlitz (2002) indicated that women’s higher face recognition 
performance was hypothesized to be related to either their higher verbal 
ability or to their superiority in recognizing female faces. Another face 
processing study reported that women were better at face recognition 
than men because they may make more fixations in short fixation 
durations than men (Herlitz and Rehnman, 2008). Women were faster 
and more accurate in female facial expression recognition than men, and 
women looked more at the eyes than men. That is, the superior 
performance of women in facial expression recognition is related to 
greater female attention to the eyes, whereas men focus more on the 
mouth (Hall et al., 2010). The occlusion of the mouth by masks may be a 
reason for the lower identification accuracy and longer identification time 
in men than in women. Therefore, the trend of identification accuracy in 
the BB level differed between men and women (Table 5; Figure 3). This 
implies that different facial exposure cues caused varying accuracy rates 
between men and women, therefore, the eye-tracking technique may be a 
useful tool to clarify the study result in future investigation.

This study has several limitations. Although 115 participants were 
recruited, the power value of the ANOVA result (sex effect on 
identification time, Table 2) was less than 0.8, implying the insufficiency 
of the sample size. This may affect the generalization of the study 
results. In addition, the overall identification accuracy rates were higher 
than those in previous studies, which may be because of the forced 
4-choice-1-question questionnaire format. An additional option of “no 

TABLE 3 Tukey’s test results of identification accuracy and time.

Sources Accuracy (%) Tukey test Time (s) Tukey test

Full coverage (FC) 90.3 (8.4) A 2.82 (0.75) A

Middle of nose bridge (MB) 93.7 (6.7) B 2.63 (0.70) A

Bottom of nose bridge (BB) 94.9 (5.0) B 2.63 (0.78) A

Data (mean with standard deviation in parentheses) with the same letter do not differ in Tukey’s test.

TABLE 4 One-way ANOVA results of the effects of coverage levels on identification accuracy and time for each sex.

Sex Response SS df MS F value of p Power

Men Accuracy 0.081 2 0.040 6.573 <0.01 0.906

Time 0.935 2 0.468 0.754 0.472 0.177

Women Accuracy 0.055 2 0.028 7.992 <0.001 0.953

Time 1.797 2 0.898 1.911 0.151 0.151

FIGURE 3

Face identification accuracies of six combinations formed using sex 
and coverage levels.
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corresponding face” among the candidate answers may have reduced 
the possibility of the correct option surmised by the participants, 
thereby bringing the identification accuracy rate closer to the fact. 
Furthermore, to control for other interfering variables, we removed the 
features other than the face used in the test, such as hair, ears, and face 
shape, resulting in an image that may be slightly different from the 
actual one. Once other facial features were also appeared, the face may 
become easier to be identified and needs further verification.

Conclusion

The emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic has led to changes in 
human communications and interactions. Face masks are commonly used 
in public spaces. This study examined the effects of three mask coverage 
levels (FC, MB, and BB) on face identification accuracy and time. The 
results indicated that identification accuracy and time were significantly 
affected by sex, and identification accuracy was also influenced by the 
mask coverage level. During face identification, identification accuracy 
cannot be further improved by putting the mask at the BB level. Moreover, 
we recommend wearing masks at the MB level during face identification.
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